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Simply Mesmerizing

Finally, an Effective Device to Fixate Children

Sometimes the best solutions are the simplest ones. Our External Fixation Box has lights that illuminate in a random pattern to the accompaniment of soothing instrumental music. It really works! Simply hook it up to any PC running our Smart System® software and enjoy the stillness.

Contact M&S to learn more about the External Fixation Box and our Smart System PC-Plus developed specifically for the Pediatric Vision Care Professional.

M&S® The First Choice in Vision Testing Systems

1-877-225-6101
www.mstech-eyes.com

***Please follow us on twitter (@mstecheyes) and like us on facebook (mstecheyes)***

©2013 M&S Technologies, Inc. Smart System and M&S are registered trademarks of M&S Technologies, Inc. Patents Pending. All Rights Reserved.
We make prisms, prism bars, prism sets, V/F prisms, and more. In fact we invented and patented the first prism bar in 1938! If you want the very best, specify Gulden for all your ophthalmic product needs!

Gulden Ophthalmics has invented, introduced, and filed patents for magnetically attachable handles for ophthalmic and other medical devices. The handles permit much easier and less cumbersome countertop storage, transport, and use than devices with permanently attached handles. Initially, the handles are available for Guldens prism sets used during vision exams with patients. Each prism has an attachment point for attaching the handles, making them extremely versatile, easier to orient in front of the patients eyes, and less likely to obstruct the patients vision while testing.

Gulden Ophthalmics

800-659-2250 www.guldenophthalmics.com
**Computer Orthoptics**

Affordable Home-based Vergence Exercises

The program is **completely automated** providing a variety of smooth and jump vergence exercises using random dot stereograms.

- The program automatically advances and modifies the exercises as patients improve.
- Reinforces correct responses with auditory feedback.
- Automatically records & graphs each session for your review, thus assuring compliance.

**Only $54.95**

For more information or a 30-day no obligation trial, visit our website at www.computerorthoptics.com

**HTS** • 6788 S. Kings Ranch Rd. Suite 4 • Gold Canyon, AZ 85118
Tel: 800-346-4925 • Fax: 480-983-6005
2 NEW Polarized Vectographs

Chain Variable Vectograph P/N 1056

Teddy Bear Variable Vectograph P/N 1057

Each Vectograph Includes:
- VECTOGRAPH GUIDE
- 3-D POLARIZED VIEWER
- DOCTOR & PATIENT MANUALS
- THERAPY RECORD FORM
- PROTECTIVE BINDER WITH PEN

Vectograph Features:
- PROVIDES BASE-IN & BASE-OUT TRAINING
- TOTAL ACCOMMODATION RANGE OF 40 DIOPTERS
- TEDDY BEAR IMAGES, ABOVE, BELOW & EVEN WITH THE VECTOGRAPH WITH A SUPPRESSION CHECK
- CHAIN VECTO PROVIDES AN INTRODUCTION TO PERIPHERAL BINOCULAR EXPERIENCES
- FOR USE IN DOCTOR’S OFFICE AND/OR USE BY THE PATIENT AT HOME TO PREVENT REGRESSION BETWEEN OFFICE VISITS

To View Our Complete Line of Vectographs & New Product Catalog visit www.VisionAssessment.com

2675 Coyle Avenue | Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 | USA | Tel 1.847.239.5889 | Fax 1.847.440.9017 | Toll Free USA 1.866.887.9692 | www.VisionAssessment.com

Manufactured in USA by Vision Assessment Corporation © 2012
GOOD-LITE
Your Vision Source for over 80 years

Distance Vision Wall Charts
Good-Lite has a selection of folding and non-folding eye charts for your needs. Folding charts are great if you need a portable distance chart. Available in either LEA Symbols®, LEA Numbers®, HOTV, or Sloan letters.

Near Vision Cards
Good-Lite offers a variety of near vision cards to suit your professional needs. Cards are available in LEA Symbols®, LEA Numbers®, HOTV, and Sloan letters. These easy-to-use cards include an attached 16" (40 cm) cord to ensure proper testing distance.

EyeSpy 20/20 Vision Testing Software
EyeSpy 20/20™ employs a revolutionary proprietary approach to vision screening technology - a software program created by the Founders of VisionQuest 20/20. A child’s vision is assessed in a standardized, cost-effective manner while he or she "plays" a two-to-three minute video game.

AAPOS Distance and Near Vision Screening for the iPad
New from Good-Lite
 Quickly and Easily screen the vision of children and adults beginning at age 3 with evidence based LEA Symbols & Sloan Letters. Based on screening kit developed by American Association of Pediatric Ophthalmology and Strabismus (AAPOS). Available on App Store for iPad 3 only.

plusoptiX S12 Autorefractor
The hand-held plusoptiX S12 mobile screening is simple to use, takes less than one second and can be performed by non-medical staff or volunteers with the easy push of a button.
EZE-PATCH PRODUCTS
www.eze-patch.net


Manufactured by Eze-Venture Enterprises since 1997. Wholesale direct to Health Care Professionals.

AMBLYOPIA?

Pedi-Wrap™ PEDIATRIC ARM IMMOBILIZERS

Fast & Easy to use
In Hospital - Following eye surgery - Quickly controls arm movement
At Home - Friendly appearance - Prevents pulling eye bandages - Prevents self inflicted injury
Machine washable-Dryer safe
Available in a wide variety of styles & sizes
CALL TODAY TOLL FREE 1(888)463-3543
WWW.MEDI-KID.COM
Erin’s World Frames by,

Specs4Us

Our Mission:
To improve the sight and quality of life for individuals with Down syndrome by providing a custom designed frame to fit their unique needs.

(...and Many hard to fit patients)

Have your dispensary contact our office today for more information!

800-586-1885 / www.specs4us.com /
info@specs4us.com